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Former Reagan Attorney Brings
Real-world Experience to USD
by Shirvan Sherma

authority over their coastal zones which
Michael Rappaport, a new professor at are defined from the territorial sea inUSD, has had a most notable legal career ward.
''Did that suddenly give the states jurisin government and the private sector.
While working in the private sector for diction over twelve miles as opposed to
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in Washing- three miles?" Rappaport asked. "We
ton, D.C., Rappaport's career highlights [The Office of Legal Counsel] wrote an
included representing President Re- opinion stating that the extension of the
agan during the trial of Admiral Poindex- territorial sea did not change the applicater. ''Poindexter tried to subpoena the tion of the statute. The Attorney General
President to give testimony and to obtain of California wrote an opinion in rehis diaries," Rappaport said. "Poindex- sponse criticizing ours, but the Attorney
ter's defense was that the President had General of Alaska wrote an opinion
implicitly ordered him to do these things agreeing with us,'' he concluded.
Another environmental issue Rappaand therefore did not have the intent to
port worked on was whether or not there
violate the law.
''Eventually, President Reagan pre- was authority under the Clean Air Act for
vailed in his executive privilege claim to the Environmental Protection Agency
prevent the diaries from being released (EPA) to auction off the rights to emit
and voluntarily agreed to answer ques- chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), a subtions in a videotaped deposition hear- stance that damages the owne layer.
Under international agreement, the
ing."
Rappaport, who teaches Environmental United States had agreed to phase out
Law this fall, gained much of his knowl- CFCs over a period of time. The quesedge of the environment from working tion was what method should the US
in the Office of Legal Counsel in the De- employ--traditional command and control
partment ofJustice. The Office of Legal regulations or the market method. RapCounsel advises the Attorney General paport helped write an opinion stating
on legal questions. Since the Office 'of · that the US could auction off CFCs under
Legal Counsel acts as final arbiter of le- the Clean Air Act.
Because the Clean Air Act was
gal problems in the executive branch,
Rappaport worked on controversial is- amended in 1990,. students in Rappasues including the separation of powers port' s environmental law class will have
to examine related issues by looking at
questions.
' 'It is a small office but the issues are so the statute itself instead of case law. Acsignificant that you get a lot of responsi- cording to Rappaport, "That's what a
practicing attorney does with a new statbility."
One issue developed when President ute--looks at the statute and legislative
Reagan ex,~nded the territorial sea from history to determine what it means.
"I really try to focus ~e courses on the
three to twelve miles. The 'territorial sea'
is the coastal waters the United States kinds of problems people will experience as a practicing attorney in these
claims as part of its own territory.
''It raised all kinds of questions because areas.
"In environmental law, for example,
there had been a number of statutes written using the term 'the territorial sea,"' EPA regulations are often based on policy. If you are representing a client who
Rappaport said.
One of those statutes, the Coastal Zone wants to influence regulations, you will
Continued on p. 7
Management Act, gives the states special

Professor Michael Rappaport, the newest faculty addition to the
USD School of Law.

Increase in Hate Crimes
Prompts APALSA Forum
by Laura G. Morton

being motivated by hostility to an individual's real or perceived race, color, reliRobert Cheng, Vice President of thegiOii, ancestry, national origin, politicalAsian Pacific Law Students Association affiliation, sex and/or sexual orientation,
(APALSA), was working this summer age, or disability. The media recently
when three Japanese women came in to has had its share of hate crimes making
see an attorney about an incident which the front page: the homosexual man who
had occurred at the Red Onion in Hunt- videotaped a youth beating him up, or
ington Beach.
the now infamous Tom Metzger trial.
The women had been at the restaurant
According to Chong, hate crimes are
speaking Japanese and leisurely enjoy- gaining popularity as people become
ing themselves when they were verbally . less and less tolerant as what they perand physically assaulted by another pa- ceive as "foreigners." For this reason,
APALSA is sponsoring a Hate Crime
tron.
According_to the women, the Red On- Forum so those in the legal profession
ionwasindifferenttothemanddismissed can become more aware these types of
the altercation as ''just another incident.'' cases.
''Not everyone may be aware that this is
According to Robert Chong, this is just
another example of the increase in hate going on," Chong said. "Some people
crimes around the country but especially come from areas where there isn't a large
minority population so they may not have
in Southern California.
Hate crimes are · defined as been exposed to hate crime incidents.''
According to Chong, the purpose of the
forum is to educate people about hate
crimes from a legal perspective.
"We have four speakers who are experts in hate crimes and each will bring in
their own personal perspective,'' Chong
student run, but will draw on school re- said. "We intend to cover a wide range
sources as it matures form toddlership of topics which touch upon the issue inthrough adulthood. The pilot will work chiding the arrest and prosecution of the
with and draw from the school's legal people who perpetrate these crimes.''
The forum includes a speaker from the
clinics, the University's Volunteer Redistrict
attorney's office and someone
source Office and other school refrom
the
San Diego police department in
sources.
order
to
cover
both the law enforcement
The Committee hopes to begin the pilot
and
prosecutorial
aspects of the issue.
work by sending a select group of stuAccording
to
Chong,
the whole hate
dents to the San Diego Volunteer Lawcrime
issue
touches
on
many
aspects of
yers Program (SDVLP) to help out in its
the
law
from
civil
rights
litigation
to crimivarious areas of community'work, espenal
law
to
civil
suits.
For
this
reason,
the
cially domestic violence, homeless
forum
will
be
a
good
avenue
for
students
people and shelters, immigration, AIDS
not only to understand that such crimes
·services, and public consumers issues.
Through the SDVLP, the clinics and its exist but also to put it into terms that may
own research, the Committee hopes appeal to them as law students.
"Each speaker will address the audieventually to have an independent student organization (much like Moot ence for ten to fifteen minutes and theri
Court) providing perhaps 15,000 hours we will open the panel up for discusof free legal services per year directly to sion," Chong said. "In addition, there will
Continued on p. 7
Continued on p. 7

Pro Bono .Advocacy Committee No Longer. Just
Gleam in Former SBA President Smith's Eye
by Warner Broaddus
Towards the end of last year, outgoing
SBA president Steve Smith finally gave
birth. It was a smallish, quiet infant but it
clearly had plenty of potential. After just
a couple of weeks, it even chose its own
name: The Pro Bono Advocacy Committee. Why, seems the obvious question,
had Smith endured an almost 3-year
pregnancy for such a thing?
Steve's dream, that twinkle in his eye,
which is now the Committee's work, is to
set up a system through which USD law
students can gain valuable practical legal
experience, improve themselves emotionally, spiritually and intellectually,
help their community and other individuals and get credit for it; from the records
office, their peers, their clients, and
themselves.
That's what pro bono publico (for the

all

about.
common good) legal work is
Indeed, such work is deemed so important by lawyers, the legal profession and
the community, thatit is part of the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
and is required by some law firms and
several states.
The students of USD law school are
now on their way to recognizing public
service work as a required part of being
an attorney; not so much as an imposed
condition of practice, but as part of their
professional culture. Present and future
lawyers are increasingly aware that they
must recognize their moral obligation to
use their special education and talents to
serve the common good, not just themselves.
To that end, the Committee, with Professor Steve Hartwell as its foster parent and
mentor will be instituting a pilot pro bono
program this year.. The program will be
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This Article Could Save You Money
from the Finacial Aid Office
Located in Warren Hall 203, the Financial
Aid Office, under the direction of Carl
Eging, works to supply students with financial aid in a variety of fonns.
As well as loans, the office provides information and assistance on receiving various
grants, scholarships and other financial assistance from the school and outside
sources , such as the alumni and government agencies.

Application

Procedure

All students seeking aid must follow the
general application procedure:
1. File a Financial Aid Form (FAF, or the
SAAC if you are a California resident)
along with the College Scholarship Service (CSS). These fonns can be obtained
from the Financial Aid Office. The FAF
should be mailed to the College Scholarship Service after January 1 and_must be
received by CSS by March 1 in order for
the applicant to be eligible for priority financial assistance and scholarship awards.
All documents, including the appli('.ant's
processed FAF, must be on file in the Financial Aid Office by June 1 in order to
avoid possible penalties for late processing. Summer aid applicants must meet the
March 1 deadline.
2. Complete a USD School ofLaw Financial Aid Application and return it to the
Financial Aid Office by March 1.
3. All financial aid applicants must provide the Financial Aid Office with transcripts from each graduate or undergraduate institution attended.
Available Loans

The office offers nine different loans
detailed in the Financial Aid Handbook.
These include the Carl Perkins Loan
Program (CPLP); Tuition Credit Loan
(TCL); Stafford Student Loan (SSL);
Supplemental Loans for Students
(SLS); Law StQdentLoans (LSL); Law
Access Loans (LAL); theDean'sEmergency Loan Fund; Senior Emergency
Fund; San Diego Bar Association Auxiliary Loan Fund.
Due to possible changes in eligibility
requirements and interest rates, applicants should check with the Financial
Aid Office to receive up to date information and application forms.

Scholar awards. Details about these
scholarships can be found in the Bulletin.
There are also a variety of continuing
student scholarships available to students
from their second year on. Check with
the Financial Aid Office for details.

Scholarships

Students from Alaska and Nevada may
be eligible for the WICHE Student exchange Program in Law. This program
was developed to help students obtain
access to a field of professional education that is not available in their state. The
sponsoring state provides a partial tuition
grant for certified students. For further
information contact the Western Commission for Higher Education (WICHE),
P.O. Drawer P , Boulder, CO 803019752, phone: (303)497-0200.

The following classifications are used
when certifying all students for financial
aid programs, student status confirmations and veteran's programs:
Fall/Spring Semesters
Full Time--8 units or more
Half Time--6 units or more
Less than Half Time--5 units or less are
not eligible for financial aid

Veteran's Benefits

Summer Session

USD School of Law is approved for
Veteran's benefits. If your are a United
States military veteran, or the spouse or
child of a disabled or deceased veteran,
you may be eligible for veteran's benefits. Please contact your respective Veteran's Administration Office for more
details as well as for any necessary fonns
you might need.

Full Time--5 units or more
HalfTime--3 units or more
Less than Half Time--2 units or less not
eligible for financial aid

Many scholarships are offered to entering and continuing students. Scholarships are awarded to outstanding entering students who have achieved academic excellence, as well as students
who achieve high scholastic averages
during law school. All scholarships are
subject to periodic review and budget
availability.
To obtain additional information regarding seholarships and grants available from organizations not affiliated
with USD, request a copy of "Financing
Your Law School Education" from
Publications Division, Law Services,
Box 63, Penn Street, Newtown, PA
18940-0063. You will be charged a
nominal fee.
Entering Student Scholarships include
the entering merit scholarship, the diversity admissions program scholarships and the Dean's Outstanding

Work Programs
Funding is provided for this program by
the federal government and the USD
School of Law. On and off campus employment is available for students who
demonstrate financial need.

WICHE

Carl Eging
Director of Financial Aid
Enrollment Classifications

i
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

Special

Offer

Protecting our waters from major polluters and drug smugglers?
Insuring safety on our waterways?

from the

Put your J.D. to work in the

llsn

U.S. COAST GUARD

Bookstore

YOU WILL RECEIVE VALUABLE EXPERIENCE THAT INCLUDES:

-

[g_)LQ1 @ Wlf @@ ~[[QJ §Illl

~@~~@lfill

(with this coupon)
Off er Expires September 30 , 1991
Regular Semester Hours:
ffion - Thurs
9:00 to 6:00
Fri
9:00 to 'l:OO
Sat
9:00 to 2:00

Ht The USD Bookstore~~

Trial Advocacy
Law Enforcement
"Administrative Law
Claims and Civil Litigation
Environmental Law
Procurement/Contract Law

Admiralty Law
Real Estate Law
International Law
Legislation
Legal Assistance
Military Justice

Successful Candidates wlll receive a Commission as a Lieutenant and can
expect to Serve on Active Duty for 4 years.

REQUIREMENTS TO APPLY

Be a U.S. Citizen
Be under 38 years old
Meet minimum physical standards
Graduate from AALS accredited law school
Have applied to take the bar by 1 July 1992

FOR MORE INFORMATION, AND TO OBTAIN AN APPLICATION, CALL

226-8222
OR

Come see us at the Placement Center on September 23, 1991.
Deadline to apply Is 1 October 1991, Selectees will begin Service on
April 6, 1992 or August 24, 1992,
The COAST GUARD is committed to equal opporJunity and encourages minorities to apply -
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Fireside Chats With Dean Strachan:
A Monthly Question and Answer Session
Editor's Note: This is the first in a monthly series ofinterviews with Dean Kristine
Strachan. MOTIONS is accepting student questions to address to the Dean during
these sessions. Please submit questions for the next interview to the MOTIONS
mailbox in the mailroomnext to the assignment board by 5pm, Friday, September 20.

by Mary A. Smigielski
Just how do you pronounce your last name?
"It's Strachan, like it would be spelled S-T-R-A-W-N. I don't take any umbrage at
people mispronouncing it at first. That's how I tell if people know me or not.''

Describe the average day of the Dean. What do you do each day?
"It depends on whether it's a teaching day or not. Why not take a teaching day
because those are my favorite ones.
"I'm always in at Sam. In fact, if people want to find me that's always a good time. I
usually have a cabinet meeting or a President's Advisory Meeting in the morning. I
try to save the hour before class to get prepared, although it is a little bit easier now
because this is the 18th year I've taught Civil Procedure. That class is from 10:30 to
11 :45 and I answer questions after class.
''Then I go back to my office and I pick up phone messages. I make a few phone
calls before I go out to lunch. I'm usually out to lunch with a faculty member or an
alum, somebody who's a potential donor, a university administrator or for something
that has to do with the Downtown San Diego Bar Association. So, it's most alway~
business lunches.
' 'After lunch I come back and there is always a series of meetings in the afternoon.
Being Dean is a very hands-on type of activity. It' s all talking to people and meetings.
I try to let any of the students or faculty who want to see me get in on a·walk-in basis.
Also, I try to get an hour a week in the Writs just so I'm accessible to students for
whatever they want to talk about.
''And then, there's usually some sort of a reception or a program going on in the
evenings. I would say at least three days a week there's some evening event that's a
business event. I also spend a certain amount of time taking potential donors out to
dinner. That never comes to light until we succeed and then we make a big announcement. There's a lot of cultivation and making_friendships before you can
successfully fundraise.''

It's been rumored that there has been a lot of thefts of law school
property. Is this the case?
"There's a surprising amount of theft around.here. I don't think it's law students
because the building is open to everybody, all hours of the day. We can't really shut
the building because students need to have it accessible. We've lost furniture, the TV
downstairs--we 've just lost a lot ofstuff. Security is a real problem. I wish the students
would help us on this. I think the students understand that when we get ripped-off,
everybody pays for it eventually. The insurance has a $5000 deductible.
' 'I think what we really need to do is to be more alert about who's around. I hear from
the police that when they've caught people doing it, they look like students, so it's
very difficult to tell the rip-off artists from the law students. That's why it would be wise
for the students and the faculty, if they see someone who they don't know late at night
to ask, 'Who are you?'"

What has been your biggest accomplishment since becoming Dean?

"It's hard to take credit for accomplishments because so many people have been
involved in them. I feel satisfied about these things, but I can't get anything done if I
do it alone. I really can't. What we might do is to say what's the school's biggest
accomplishment.
''One of the really big accomplishments is the complete restructuring of the alumni
otganization, making that organization much more significant. It's been two years of
hard work to get it done. The beginning culminated in Alumni Reunion Weekend,
over Labor Day weekend. We had over 250 alums show up. It gives them a much
better feeling about the school. They want to stay involved.
''They can really be very helpful to the students in terms of jobs and mentoring and
their financial contribution is increasing. If we 're going to be able to do all the things
we want to do--and there are so many requests for increased resources by the
students--we cannot keep raising tuition. We really need to find outside sources of
funds so that all the student organizations and student activities can do more of what
they want to do. It's really a very nice feeling to have your alumni organization
enthusiastic and committed. So that's a big accomplishment.
"I think another accomplishment was the stabilization of the Legal Clinic. The
positions of the faculty members there were made tenure-track and a lot of the
insecurity and instability that they had to labor under has been removed. We've tried
to expand the clinical courses although it's very expensive to do so. We've got more
clinical offerings than we've ever had. I ihink that the clinic is an important part of this
Tell us something about your personal life. Who is the Dean when she law school. It was too much on soft money in the past, but that has all changed now. It
is not in the law school?
is now a permanently integrated part of the school which is the way it should be.
"Also, I think that we've made good progress, but not enough progress, towards
' 'Well, it's an all-consuming job as you can tell from the schedule. The first year that diversifying the students and the faculty. We've made some important hires in the last
I was Dean, I would spend twelve to fourteen hour days and every weekend couple years and I think that the diversity among the student body is increasing. I'm
working. But I had a lot to learn and there were a lot of things that had been left very pleased and very proud of the progress that we've made on diversity. And
unattended to that needed to be done. A lot of it was budget and financial and I had to we're going to continue that progress. It couldn't happen, really, without the support
learn all that because I'd always been a front-line educator and I've never been an of the student body and the faculty.''
administrator before.
"The second year, last year, things calmed down--a bit! My husband started
Where is USD ranked compared to other law schools in California?
commuting down to San Diego instead of vice versa, which I was trying to do the first
year. He'·s a lawyer and has,his own finn in Park City, Utah. He loves what he does.
"I would say that USD ranks second to ·the big schools, the prestige schools, in
He represents the ski ind,ustry in the state of Utah and he gets involved in ihings like , California. I think that within the ne::tt five or ten years we_can give some of them a run
the Olympics and _all that. He really is quite content and is supportive of my career.
for their money. We are in a position to do so with the completion of that library, the
"So he comes down on Thursday nights on the 10:10 and he leaves on Monday increased distinction of the faculty and qualifications ofthe student body, the rejuvemornings on the 6: 18. I try to save the weekends for my son, who is fifteen years old, nation of the alumni association and the whole fundraising effort. We 're in a position
and my husband. When I go back up to Utah we spend a lot of time skiing because I'm to really do this. To make USD one of the distinguished schools in California.
an avid skier. I'm a fifth rate tennis player, but I love playing tennis.
"It's not going to be easy because those state schools have such an advantage over
"I like quiet time quite a bit. On the weekends when my husband has a conflict and us in terms of the cost of their tuition. To catch up to the private schools in terms of
he can't commute, I just love catching up on my reading. Another thing that bothers Stanford and USC, well, that's a major step for us, what we call a great leap forward.
me about having tJtis hectic schedule is that I can ;tread as voraciously as I used to in But I think all the elements are in place. I think the only thing now that's standing in
all legal subjects. I've had to confine my reading to essentially the areas that I teach in our way is that it always takes time for your reputation to catch up to you. We have to
or issues oflegal education. It's really important if you 're an administrator to stay on keep the progress going and we also need five or ten years of our students going out
top of the developments in your field. I've noticed that it gets harder and harderto do there and doing a great job and the word getting out. I think that the value of a JD
that so you really have to make a self-disciplined effort. ' '
degree from USD is going to appreciate substantially in the next ten years.''
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USD Students Active at
ABA National Convention
by Shawn Randolph

The Law Student Division of the American Bar Association met from August 8-11
in Atlanta during the regular ABA convention. I was so impressed by all the opportunities that the ABA offers its members, especially its delegates and officers, I wanted to relay the information to
students.
TheABA Law Student Division is comprised of the SBA President and an ABA
representative from each ABA approved law school throughout the country. These people are delegates and
have a vote at assembly meetings.
The United States is divided into 15
areas or ''circuits.'' US D is in the Ninth
Circuit, comprised of Southern California law schools and Hawaii. Each circuit
has a governor who is responsible for,
among other things, planning circuit
meetings, keeping communication going
among the law schools in their circuit, and
meeting with the nationai officers.
Patty O'Connor of USD is the Ninth
Circuit Governor. Governors also ap-

point officers to accomplish certain goals.
For instance, I am Lieutenant Governor
of SBA's for the 9th Circuit. There are
also five national officers who preside
over the law student division. A Chair,
Vice-Chair, Vice-Chair of SBA's, and a
Secretary Treasurer. Cheryl Forbes of
USD is the Vice-Chairofthe student division.
In addition, three ''Division Delegates'' are elected each year to present
the Law Student Division resolutions to
the Senior Bar and lobby to get them
passed. These delegates are elected
each year at the national convention
during the summer. Finally, the Law Student Division has various committees,
one of which is the Commission on Minoritie,s and Women in the Profession
(COMWIP). Kim Strashoon of USD is
one of four members of COMWIP.
At every national convention, the delegates, governors, officers, division delegates, and commissions meet to present
and debate various resolutions. The
entire assembly then votes on the resolutions which often pass. Anyone can draft

Cheryl Forbes, Vice Chair of the nationwide ABA Law Student
Division, during the annual ABA convention which took place this
Summer in Atlanta.
and submit a resolution for'debate; if you
are a student who feels strongly about a
particular issue that faces law students, or
the community in general, I invite you to
draft and present such a resolution. The
three division delegates who are elected
by the general assembly then go on to
lobby the Senior Bar to adopt our resolutions. They then become the official
ABA position and can ultimately influence legislation.
Finally, there are three other meetings

each year by which each circuit conducts
its business. These are great opportunities to travel and meet other law students,
and to represent USD. The ABA is a
highly respected organization that offers
many opportunities to law students. I
strongly encourage students who are
interested to seek out information on and
run for ABA positions. Feel free to contact me or the others involved in the
American Bar Association forfurtherinfo~tion.

ABA/LSD Resolutions Pass at Atlanta Convention
The following resolutions were presented before the ABA-LSD Assembly during
the annual convention in Atlanta:·
Resolution No. 91-32: Reproductive Health Care (PASSED)
Resolved, That the Law Student Division expresses its deep concern over
Rust v. Sullivan, 111 S. Ct. 1759 (1991), upholding regulations that prohibit health-care
professionals and family planning clinics from counseling their patients on, or providing referrals for, abortion;
2. That the Law Student Division strongly supports federal legislation to
clarify the original congresssional intent that Title X federal funding be used to
provide accurate and unbiased information on reproductive health care for economically disadvantaged women; and
3. That the Law Student Division expresses its serious concern that~
Sullivan limits the first amendment right to free speech for certain health care professionals.

Resolution No. 91-31: Justice Mai-shall Day (PASSED)
Resolved, That the Law Student Division recognizes the significant and enduring contributions of the Hon. Thurgood Marhsall, associate justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States, to the field of law and the quest for equality and justice in
the United States; and
2. That the Law Student Division designates May 17, 1992, the thirty-eighth
anniversary of the landmark decision in Brown v. Board of Education, 387 U.S. 483
(1954), as a national day of tribute to Justice Marshall.
Editors note: Although tis bill was originally uncontroversial, the debate became
heated when a propsal was put forth to include an amendment which would have
asked the Senate to expidite the nomination of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme
Court. That amendment was later withdrawn.

Resolution No. 91-20: Taxing Loan Forgiveness (PASSED)
Resolved, That the Law Student Division urges the American Bar Association to urge the Congress to amend I.R.C. s. 108(f) to exclude from taxable income the
amount of loans forgiven under law school, university, or bar association loan
Resolution No. 91-27: Students Working (PASSED)
Resolved, That the Law .Student Division urges the Section ofLegal Educa- forgiveness programs.
tion & Admissions to the Bar to amend interpretation 1 of Standard 305(a)(iii) for
Approval ofLaw Schools as follows:
***
Afirst-year student may not work in excess of twenty hours per week while
attending a school on a full-time basis. Each school may regulate student employment Other resolutions considered by the ABA-LSD involved issues of health care, the
boycott of Califoniia grapes, environemental issues, grading policies of law schools,
after the first year.
Editors note: The inclusion of the italicized portion would allow second and thrid and concerns about the practice of firms hiring summer law clerks. Students wishing
year students to work beyond the twenty hour limit imposed by the ABA if their law to know the content and status of these and other resolutions should stop by the SBA
office in the Writs.
school allows them to do so.

Getting to Know the ABA
by Carl H. Starrett

Carl Starrett, USD's American Bar Association (ABA) representative. For information on membership in the Law Student Division of
the ABA or other benefits, contact Carl at 445-5658.

The American Bar Association (ABA) is the nations largest and most prestigious
organization in the legal profession. The Law Student Division of the ABA (ABN
LSD) offers many opportunities for students to influence ABA policies and to enjoy
the numerous benefits offered to ABA members. Each AB A approved law school has
a Law Student Division representative to encourage membership and publicize the
benefits and programs offered to ABNLSD members.
As part of the $15/year membership fee, you receive a one year subscription to two
valuable publications, Student Lawyer and the ABA Journal. Student Lawyer is the
only national magazine for law students. Published September through May, it
addresses current legal and social issues relevant to law students. The ABA Journal,
the official magazine of the ABA, explores contemporary legal issues, trends in the
law, and profiles of federal and state supreme court cases.
ABNLSD members may also subscribe to the group health insurance program, and
receive an eighty dollar discount on the Preliminary Multistate Bar Review (PMBR)
course. Also, members can take advantage of MCI discounts and a MasterCard
program that offers a card with special flexible income requirements, a one-time fee
and competitive interest rates especially for law students.
The Law Student Division also invites members to attend the annual meeting which
is held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Senior ABA. Members have the
opportunity to meet specialists in many field$ of law, participate in meetings and
seminars, and establish contacts with fellow members from around the country. ·
The ABNLSD also sponsors three national competitions open to members: the
Client Counseling Competition, the National Appellate Advocacy Competition, and
the Negotiation Competition.
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When your presentation,
dissertation or resum~ must
be per/ect. Call us first.
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Kinko~
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for students and professors.
Call on us 24 hours a day!
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·Oversize Copies • Public Fax
Binding • Folding • Cutting

..........~Free Pick Up &
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•
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How to ·take the Bar:
The Entire Process
by Marjorie Zhou
Registrar

If you want to practice law in California,
you have to prepare early in your legal
education. The first thing you must do is
register with the Committee of Bar Examiners of the State of California within 90
days of beginning law school. This will
establish your identity with the Bar and
enable the people there to put together
all of the papers and the results of the
following three steps so everything is in
order for you to be sworn in as an attorney.
All of the registration materials have not
as yet arrived from the Committee, but
we expect them in a week or two, so as
soon as they are available, they will be
put in the mailboxes ofall of the first-year
students. The registration fee this year is
$50.
The three steps subsequent to registration (not necessarily in the order in which ·
you will take them) as stated by the Committee in their "Summary Requirements
for Admission to Practice Law in California'' are as follows:
I .File an Application for Determination
of Moral Character and receive a positive determination from the Committee of
Bar Examiners; and
2.File an Application to take the Califor, nia Bar Examination and after having
been found eligible to do so, take and
·
pass the examination; and
3.Take and pass the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination administered and graded by the National
_Conference of Bar Examiners.

STEP 1
The ''Moral Character'' application can
be filed at any time after registering with
the Committee and up to 180 days after
the results of the bar exam you sit for are
released. You probably won't want to
wait that long, however, especially since
the 1991 filing fee is $110 if filed priorto
the beginning of the final year of law
school and $250 if filed after that time.
Youwon'twanttodoittoosooneither,as
the application is only good for 18 months
and must be renewed every 18 months at
the current rate of $65 per renewal.
The optimal time to take step 1 is during
the summer before your final year of law
school, if you plan to take the following
July's bar exam. If you plan to graduate
in December of 1992 and take the July
1993 exam, this December (before you
start your final year of law school) would
be an optimum time to file.
This timing is optimal provided you do
not have a complicated past that will re. quire extensive investigation. If you
think it will require extra time to process
your background investigation and subsequent clearance, it is to your advan-

tage to file the "Moral Character" application earlier in your law school career.
The timing is up to you.
Next May the Records Office will furnish current second-year day and evening and third-year evening students
with "Moral Character" application
forms, but if you need one before that
time, contact the Records Office.

STEP 2
Applications to take the July bar exam
are usually available in April and those
for February are available in November.
The Records Office will post notices
when these arrive each November and
April. Please be aware that there is usually a short turnaround time to file the applications once they become available.
Also, please be aware that once you
have filed the application, the Committee
will return to you the Dean's Certificate
which you must partially complete -and
tum in to the Records Office where it will
be completed and forwarded to the
Committee, along with an Qfficial copy of
you transcript The Committee will not let
you sit for the exam without the Dean's
Certificate and official transcript.
Results of the July exam are usually
released right after Thanksgiving and
those for the February exam are released after Memorial Day. The timely
filing fee for the July, 1991, exam was
$310.

STEP 3
The Multi.stat~ Professional Responsibility Examination is administered three
times a year, in March, August, and November with filing application deadlines
a month earlier. Many law students take
and pass this test while still in law school,
shortly after they complete the Professional Responsibility course, while others take the exam after graduation.
Your Professional Responsibility professor may be able to gi".e you more
information regarding the exam. The
timely filing fee for this examination is $25
this year.
The three-step process was just introduced by the Committee of Bar Examiners this past Spring, so this is the first year
that it is In effect.

BAR PASSAGE RATES
Bar .Passage rates are always of concern to students. You should be pleased
to know that the official first-time bar passage rate for U.S.D. for the July, 1990,
exam was 79.3%. This was up four percentage points from the July, 1989, statistic of 75.3% You should be even more
pleased to know that almost 90% of the
students from the class of 1990 who sat for
the.exam passed by the second try.
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Public Interest Law
Center Welcomes New Interns
USD' s Center for Public Interest Law recently welcomed forty second-year law
student interns to its uniq"Qe yearlong clinic program aimed at opening up the
processes of California regulatory agencies and teaching students administrative
law and practice.
Created in 1980, CPIL represents the interests of the unorganized and underrepresented in state regulatory proceedings. It provides an academic center of
research, learning, and advocacy in administrative law; and teaches direct clinic
skills in public interest regulatory law.
CPIL interns are given the opportunity--unique in the nation--to participate firsthand in the state's regulatory process and to have articles they write published in
the California Regulatory Law Reporter, the Center's quarterly journal and the
only legal publication of its kind. Since its creation, CPIL has graduated almost 450
students from its program, many of whom have made public or public interest law
their careers.
Center students take a yearlong, four-unit course entitled California Administrative Law and Practice. As part of the course, each student monitors two or three
of California's sixty regulatory agencies, whicq include the State Bar, the Public
Utilities Commission, and the Department of Banking, among others.
Students attend agency meetings, monitor and analyze their activities, interview
agency officials and licensees, participate in rulemaking, and track legislation affecting agencies. Students submit two articles summarizing agency activities each
semester for publication in the Reporter.
Following the yearlong course, many Center interns pursue, for additional
credit, a research/advocacy project involving one of the agencies. In the past,
these projects have included agency critiques, petitioning an agency to adopt
regulations, drafting model legislation, filing suit to enforce various acts or submitting amicus briefs on issues pending appeal. Student critiques ofpublishable quality often appear as feature articles in the Rep0rter, and also satisfy the school's
written work requirement.
The Center, which was the recipient of a $1.8 million endowment by local philanthropists Sol and Helen Price in November 1990, is directed by Professor Robert
Fellmeth. Fellmeth is a former Nader's Raider consumer advocate, a former Deputy District Attorney and Assistant U.S. Attorney. He is currently serving as the
State Bar Discipline Monitor under appointment by former state Attorney General John Van de Kamp.
The Center is staffed by a full-time lobbyist and four experienced attorneys.
CPIL maintains offices in San Diego, San Francisco, and Sacramento.
According to Professor Fellmeth, perhaps the most promising aspect of Center
scholarship and activity has been ,the entry into state regulatory agency staffs,
oversight legislative committee staffs, and public interest advocacy groups of
Center interns following graduation.

Hinckley & Schmitt
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Call for Student Offer
563-5340

KEN THOMPSON, USD ALUMNUS

CUB Report Published -by CPIL
Seventeen years after Ralph Nader urged consumer groups to communicate directly with utility customers through billing inserts, such a consumer group attacked
th~ planned merger of two giant California utilities. The merger was soundly
defeated.
Utility watchdog groups have amassed considerable public clout in a relatively short
time. The history of that evolution is chronicled in a new report, "Citizens' Utility
Boards: Because Utilities Bear Watching'', published by the Center for Public
Interest Law (CPIL).
''Citizens Utility Boards'', written by CPIL program manager Beth Givens, profiles
five U.S. Citizen utility boards (CUBs) that have thrived despite a 1986 U.S. Supreme
Court decision eliminating CUB billing inserts:
1. the Wisconsin Citizen's Utility Board, the nations first, which, like the otherCUBs,
has broadened its scope to include the telephone industry;
2. the Utility Consumers Action Network (UCAN) of San Diego, the nation'E: only
local CUB and the leader in the extraordinary fight to stop Southern CalifomiaE :iison
form taking over San Diego Gas & Electric;
3. the Illinois Citizens' Utility Board, the first CUB to solicit membership through
billing inserts in state agency mailings;
4. the Oregon Citizens' Utility Board, the only CUB to be established by a citizens'
initiative; and
5. the fledgling New York Citizens' Utility Board, which is expected to begin
operating in late 1991 and which has already obtained the go-ahead for inserts in state
agency mailings.
Along with charts and narratives describing the workings of the CUBs, the "Citizens' Utility Boards'' outlines how utility watchdog groups can safeguard the public
trust further by monitoring the financial services industry, the insurance industry and
·the U.S. Postal Service.
The report also provides a national CUB directory, a model act to create a CUB and
practical advice from CUB leader.
The final chapter discusses the future of CUBs. According to the report, "the
deregulation of some of the country's largest industries means that consumers are
required to make crucial decisions in an increasingly complex and confusing marketplace. Consumers need reliable sources of information as well as mechani~ms ~or
joining forces in order to advocate their interests before regulatory and leg1slauve
bodies.''
CPIL Director Professor Robert Fellmeth, in his foreword to the report, says CUBs
will continue to prevail because they are ''an elixir of citizen energy, based on three
age-old repositories of American value: Fair play, balance, and the right of all of us to
be heard, even the majority."
Copies of the report may be purchased from the Center for Public Interest Law. Call
200-48(X).
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La Raza Seeks to Promote the Success of Latinos
by Laura G. Morton

them," Heredia said.
"What we are doing is trying to break
The La Raza Law Students Association those stereotypes where different means
is walking proud on campus. According 'less qualified.' We need to have diverto its President, Sammy Heredia, the or- sity on our campus if we want to become
ganization has reached some major goals one of the best and we, as an organizaand is poised to confront a new set of tion, are committed in our goal of helping
challenges.
Latinos make it through law school. Last
"We are one of the largest member or- year we did not lose a single member of
ganizations in the state, second only to the first-year class and this year we ex·Loyola," Heredia said. "We can also pect to be able to say the same thing.
boast that we are one of the most active Why? Because we care about the stuorganizations.''
dents and we provide them with all the
According to Heredia, the organization help and moral support they need to
is taking a new direction by joining other make it through.''
organizations state-wide to take a stand
"Many of us start off with a disadvantage
on an issue that is very important to the because of a lack of decent educational
Latino community: the desire to increase facilities," Heredia said. "If we have
the number of Latino lawyers in a state made it to this point it is because we have
which has one of the largest Latino popu- had the moral support of family and
lations. Having only a few Latinos to friends. Our goal at La Raza is to conserve the community is inadequate and tinue to provide that moral support that is
La Raza is striving to change the figures. so necessary to the completion of law
''We are going to become more political school"
on this issue," Heredia said. "Political
One of the first steps La Raza has taken
connotes radicalism but that is not what I towards achieving their goals is to
mean in this case. What I mean is that the strengthen ties which have already been
organization, along with others state- formed with the San Diego La Raza
wide, is going to take an active role in Lawyers Association. According to
increasing the number of Latinos in law Heredia, it is one of the strongest Latino
school and, especially, increasing the lawyers organizations in the state and
number of Latinos who graduate and go shares many of the same goals as the law
on to practice law."
student organization.
' 'Traditionally, Latinos have a difficult ''Many of the members of the organizatime adjusting to law school because of tion are USD atumni and they are also
the stereotypes that exist and because very concerned with increasing the
there is a lack of services geared to help number of Latino lawyers,'' Heredia

said. ''They have provided us with lots of great reputation for themselves in the law
moral support and now they expect us to community of San Diego,'' Heredia said.
lead the pack so they can continue to "These are the type of people who give
give us that support. I think that by work- of themselves not only to their profession
ing together we can make many of the but to their community and who serve as
changes necessary to forge ahead.''
an example of what we as Latinos can
One of those changes includes provid- achieve if we put our minds to it.''
ing financial assistance to Latinos who
Tickets for the banquet are $25 for stuchoose to go to law school. For that rea- dents who wish to have dinner and the
son, the organization is sponsoring its doors open at 8:30pm for students who
first ever Scholarship. Banquet the pro- wish to attend the dance only. Dance
ceeds of which will be used to benefit the tickets are $5. Information about the banincoming first year students.
quet can be obtained by stopping by the
''We have put a lot of man hours into La Raza Office in the Writs or by calling
putting this banquet together,'' Heredia extension 4343.
said. "It is important that it go well not
According to Heredia, the banquet is
only for the sake of the students who will only one of a large number of activities
benefit, but also for the sake of the La planned with the purpose of helping LatiRaza Law Students Association. We are nos stay and finish law school once they
putting our reputation on the line and it's get in.
Among the activities that are planned
a big gamble, but one that I ,think will
eventually pay off.''
include a buddy system that pairs firstThe banquet will be held on September year students with upperclassmen who
27 at the Kingston Hotel. There will be will help them with everything from gettraditional Latino/Chicano music' played ting organized to feelings of despair,
by Los Alacranes Mojados during din- conferences with Latino organizations at
ner; Tony Torres of Music Express will other law schools, and a retreat to help
be the DJ for the dance. Cocktails begin keep things in perspective. In addition,
at 5:30pm and dancing begins at 8:30pm. La Raza will be sponsoring outlining and
According to Heredia, the highlight of interviewing workshops.
the evening will be the guest speakers.
"Our activities are always open to any
The Honorable Judge Raphael Arreola student who wishes to participate,'' Hereand Ramon Castro, of Lightner, Castro, dia said. ''We encourage diversification
Schaefer & Schatz will be speaking. The and an open exchange of ideas so stumaster of ceremonies will be Mr. Daniel dents from all nationalities and races are
Guevara of Castillo and Guevara.
welcome to become members."
''These are Latinos who have made a

CONTINUATIONS
proach to . the Contract Clause of the

;Rappaport--------- Constitution.''
have to make certain policy arguments as
well as legal arguments.''
Next semester, Rappaport-will teach a
banking class as well as an insurance
class. He stated that now is an exciting
time to study environmental, insurance,
and banking law.
''Environmental legal issues are really
challenging and interesting because
they are newproblems to deal with.'' He
added that there needs to be new thinking in dealing with these new issues.
Regarding insurance law, Rappaport
pointed to people not being able to get
liability insurance, the role that deposit
insurance played in the savings and loan
bailout, and medical malpractice insurance as examples of today's insurance
crisis.
"Insurance is not really regulated on
the federal level. It's left largely to
states," Rappaport said.
Yet, because so many insurance companies are having financial difficulties or
going bankrupt, the federal government
is considering "getting into the area and
regulating [insurance]," according to
Rappaport
' 'The other side of insurance, a side that
people neglect, is that much of the welfare state is insurance programs,'' Rappaport continued. He cited medicare as
health insurance and the Social Security
Act which covers disability, retirement
and unemployment.
Rappaport intends to examine whether
''the government is running these programs in the right way" and whatalternatives there could be.
A native of New York City, Rappaport
graduated from Yale Law School in 1985,
was admitted to practice in New York in
1986, and completed his doctorate in law
and political economy in 1990. As senior
editor of the Yale Law Journal, he published a note entitled, ''A Procedural Ap-

tal and legal institutions;

Moral development and ethics is the
After graduation, Rappaport clerked in second subject that program participants
the Third Circuit for the Honorable Dol- might teach to primary and secondary
ores Sloviter. Sloviter was appointed by students. Even a separate civil rights
President Carter in 1979 and is now Chief clinic has been proposed. The scope of
Judge of the Third Circuit.
the pro bono work will be wide and will
When asked how he ended up in San provide many opportunities for students
Diego, Rappaport replied, "I always in a host of disciplines.
wanted to teach. I just wanted to get some
Finally, the Committee hopes to work
experience doing different things be- pro bono advocacy into the school's curfore I went into teaching.''
riculum, as a clinic or as a separate activHate Crimes - - - - - - - - - ity for which students could receive
be an informal gathering where people credit. Several public service programs
can speak individually with the various at other law schools even require a cermembers of the panel. We felt this was tain number of pro bono hours prior to
the most appropriate way to address such graduation.
Ultimately, it will be for the law students
a big issue which could potentially affect
to
decide their level of commitment to this
a large part of the legal profession.''
sort
of work. But as we begin the last
The forum will be held on September
decade
of the twentieth century, this is
19, 1991 from 6-8pm in the University
clear: Everyone, but especially lawyers,
Center, Forum AB. It is open to anyone
musttum outward and look at themselves
who is interested in learning more about
as
part of a community that becomes
hate crimes. Any questions concerning
larger,
more global every second. A
the forum should be directed to Robert
person
or
profession that lives for itself,
Chong at 569-9218.
within
itself,
will be despised, then ig"This isn't an issue that only affects
nored,
then
shut
out, and finally will just
Asians, or Latinos, or other minorities,''
disappear.
Chong said. "It affects everyone because some of those perpetrating these Financial A i d - - - - - - - crimes can and will find reasons to hate
Satisfactory Academic Progress
everyone. It is good for students to
know that this exists and for them to learn
what they can do about it through their To retain eligibility for financial aid, students must display satisfactory academic:
profession.''
progress. This includes the following:
Pro Bono---------- 1. Completion of a minimum of 17 academic units during each full academic
the community.
In addition, the Committee is research- year, inclusive of summer session. In ading some non-traditional law related com- dition, students must complete the followmunity services to integrate into the pro- ing cumulative units by the end of the
gram. These include projects such as Spring grading period:
mediation of disputes among gangs, juve- First Year 16 units
nile-police disputes, and other commu- Second Year 34 units
nity disputes. Another project is educa- Third Year 51 units
tion; sending participants to local school Fourth Year 68 units
Fifth Year 85 units
to teach students about our governmen2. Students must maintain a minimum

grade point average of75
3. Students must complete degree requirements within five years.
4. Incompletes, withdrawals, audits and
failed courses cannot be considered in
the computation of minimum units.
5. Students on academic probation have
one semester to remove the probationary status in order to retain eligibility for
financial aid.
Students who do not meet these minimum standards will be advised by the
Financial Aid Office that they are not eligible to receive financial aid under the
Title IV programs.
Students who receive this notification
have the right to appeal. All appeals will
be reviewed by the Financial Aid Committee. This committee will make a recommendation to the Assistant Dean of
Administration who will make the final
decision.

Refund Policy
·The refund pPlicy for Fall and Spring
semesters is the following: Withdrawal
on day of first class meeting: 100%
Withdrawal during first week of classes:
80%
Withdrawal during second week of
classes: 50%
There are NO REFUNDS after 5pm on
Friday of the fifth week of classes.

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW

Examination Writing Worhsflop
Be Prepared .For Law School and the Baby Bar Examination

T

he Legal Examination Writing Workshop is
designed to teach the student at the law school

The Writing Workshop will Provide the law school
student and the Baby Bar/Bar Candidate with the

level how to Analyze, Organize and Write a Superior

Foundation from which he or she may Achieve

Law School Examination.

Excellence in law school and on the bar examination.

-

'

The course will clearly Demonstrate these
fundamental Writing Techniques on a Step-by-Step

P

Basis giving the student both a visual and cognitive

Baby Bar/Bar Examination generally suffer from

understanding of proper exam format.

a lack of Basic Fundamentals in Analysis, Organization and Writing skills. Therefore, he

I

t is imperative that the student develop Proper
Writing Skills during law school to avoid the panic

many students experience when thex discover during

has designed the Course to Aggressively
Address these Problem Areas.

Baby Bar/Bar Review that they can't reverse I -4 years
of poor writing habits that went undetected during law
school.

rofessor Fleming has determined that students
who are unsuccessful in law school and the

This Practical Course will be the most
Significant two days of Learning in your law
school career. You Can't Afford to Miss It!

WHAT THE WORKSHOP WILL
~ Provide 12 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Techniques.
~

Teach Exam Approach (including issue spotting techniques,
issue headnotes, factual analysis and proper sentence
structure).

~

Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the
purview of the Call of the Question (including identification
of major/minor issues and fact to element application) .

Do FoR You

Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis of six in-class
hypotheticals.

~

Explain the "Do's and Don'ts" of a successful exam answer.

Way!

~

Provide an extensive I 00 Page
Writing_Workbook. The material
is not available anywhere in
published form.

~

Most of all, you are trained to
write Superior Answers . .

~

In addition, each student will have
the opportunity to write Two Exam Hypotheticals. One answer
will be critiqued in class and one answer will be collected at
the conclusion of the second class session. The answer will
be critiqued extensively through audio cassette and returned
to each student. One blank cassette tape must be provided
by each student.

~ Stru~ture Adversary Argu.m ents ~ithin the IRAC Format.
~

Write ...
The
Right

SCHEDULE OF SEMl_NARS
SAN DIEGO

• Saturday, September 28, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, September 29, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm

RIVERSIDE

• Saturday, October 19, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 20, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm

• All sessions will be given live at Holiday Inn, 16 17 First Ave., San Diego,
Bayview/Skyline Room .

• All sessions will b e held at California Southern Law School (formerly Citrus),
3775 Elizabeth St., Rive rside. Room number will b e posted on the day of the
seminar. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

ORANGE COUNTY

•Saturday, October 5, 1991 : 9am-12:30 pm, I :30-4:00 pm
• Sunday, October 6, 1991 : 9 am-12:30 pm, I :30-4:00 pm

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, October 26, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, _October 27, 199 1: Noon-6:00 pm

• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Ave. (at
Titan), Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton ), Room 2 15

•All sessions will b e held at the Radisson Hotel, 2932 E. Nutwood Ave., Fullerton,
Crown A Room. VIDOO PRESENTATION.

Los ANGELES

* Endorsed by Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi *
* No Tape Recording Permitted * No Exceptions Made *

•Saturday, October 12, 1991: 1:00-7:00 pm
• Sunday, October 13, 199 1 : L00-7:00 pm

• All sessions will b e given live at University of West Los Angeles School of Law,
1220 I Washington Place, Los Angeles. Room number will be post ed on the day
of the seminar.

Guarantees Space and Workboo{<: ~11
$140.00 per Persall • $120.00 Group Rate
(gf:-Ou:p ~nravallableto groups of 5 who register togethe

P,re~Registr:ation

MILPITAS/SAN JOSE

·a "

• Saturday, October 12, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, October 13, 1991 : Noon-6:00 pm

Regis

•All sessions will b e held at the Crown Sterling Suites Hotel , 901 Calaveras
Boule vard, Milpitas. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

Course Lecturer:

t one week before the desired seminar)

<CoufSt Avai&l
~

s

ion at poo~· {if Space Available) : 150.00

6yM4lf'Qrlei for $t50 (indulles postage & liamlilng).
.,

.

,
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PROFESSOR JEFF FLEMING
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant

For the past eleven years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards t he deve·
lopment of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar Candidates in
exam writing techniques and substantive law.
Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First,
Second and Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar
Review Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are
seminars involving intensive exam writing techniques designed to t rain t he law student to write the
superior answer. He is t he Founder and Lecturer of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor
Fleming is the Publisher of t he Performance Examination Writing Manuai. the Author of the First Year
Essay Examination Writing Workbook and the Second Year Essay Examination Writing Book. These are
available in California Legal Bookstores.
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western State Univer·
sity in Fullerton and is currently a Professor at the University of West Los Angeles School of Law where
he has taught for the past eight years. He maintains a private practice in Orange County, California.

REGISTRATION FORM

(Please Type or Print)

Address: - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - City: _

_

_
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State: _ _ __

"zip: _ _ __

Te lephone :
Law Schoo l :- - - - - -- - - - Sem ester in Which Curre ntly Enrolle d : _

_

Wo rkshop Locatio n/ Dat e to b e Atte nded : - -- -- - - - - - - -- -Form of Paym e nt:

0 Check

_

_

--

0 M o ney Order (Make Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals of Law)

Mail tfiis Registration Form to-. FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW

2 166 1Criptana, Missi on Vie jo, Californi a 92692 • 714/770-7030
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The ULTIMATE Bar Review
Chris de Hollywood and Gringo know just how important a good bar review can be
to law students. Each month they will give their seasoned opinions on that very
subject.

Billy Bones--959 Hornblend, Pacific Beach
.HOLLYWOOD: A jovial, yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum atmosphere. Cheap
pitchers,
~nt drafts and ~o full size pool tables makes for a raging evening of
beer .and btlhards .. The fire m the open pit completes the bacchanalian feeling and
provides a romantic place for snuggling.
.
Not very crowded during the week, but extremely packed during the weekends,
mor~ now than ever because of Fibber's three dollar weekend cover charge. This
bar ts a place where a guy gets punched in line, continues fighting on the sidewalk,
and no one leaves to watch for fear of losing their place in line.
GRINGO! BILLY BONE'S????? I normally lllce loud, obnoxious, scummy, and
socially unacceptable bars, but Billy Bone's goes too far even for me. The crowd is
nothing but nineteen year old SDSU kids with fake IDs and a bunch of sailors fresh
off a six month cruise! If the squids aren't guzzling cheap beer by the gallon, they're
trying to pick up your date.
s.peakin? of the cheap beer-I'm sorry Hollywood but, unlike yourself, I actually
enJoy tasting a good beer or three while I'm out. The horrid swill they serve atBB's
wouldn't even satisfy an alcoholic. And that's if you can get one (a beer I mean). The
service is so slow I thought they were going to charge me rent! And in plastic mugs!?
Are they afraid that we'll get rowdy, toast with their watered down ale, and throw the
glasses into the fake fireplace? Or that we'll get into a fight over a game at their
warped pool table and use the glasses as weapons because the pool sticks are too
crooked to be effective? .
For entertainment you can always dance to their ten good songs (that they play over
and over) on their microscopic dance floor. Great fun, but it's not over until you've
lived the complete BB experience: THE BATHROOM. They call it a bathroom, but
·it's designed and smells more like a stable!
And best of all: YOU HAVE TO STAND IN LINE TO GET IN THIS BAR! Easily
among the worst all time taverns in the world and one of PB' slowest low points.
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Old Madrid Cafe--423 F Street, Gaslight District
· HOLLYWOOD: Possibly the most chic, stylish, see-and-be-seen bar this side of
Small's in Los Angeles. The boisterous beautiful people, attractive pseudo-Spanish
interior and THX inspired sound system create an incredible party atmosphere. Feel
free to dance on the bar or to sing out loud the chorus of Volare.
Guys, slick back your hair and girls, break out the Donna Karan, or risk enjoying the
party from the outside only. Ole Madrid has a loyal following so be prepared to cool
your heels for a while until you know the doorman.
Sangria is the cocktail of choice; drink it and maybe you will find yourself slipping
into an accent (affectation?) like everyone else. A mandatory stop before BANG,
Rockwrok or Till the Cows Come Home.
GR~GO: OH! Saint and Mrs. Warren preserve us! NOT THE OLE MADRID!
Hollywood, of all the places you've dragged me to in America, this place is by far the
most frightening.
Dear reader, let me describe this Euro-cafe for you. First of all, you have to go
downtown to the Gaslamp (pronounced ''home to bums, criminals, and prostitutes'')
District, where the nearest parking is a taxi ride away. Once there, you will pass all
manner of cool bars where you could stop, if not for Hollywood's misadvice.
Finally ;you come across a tiny, overcrowded fake cafe (I've lived in Paris--I know
what cafes are supposed to be like). The decor is done in pseudo-Spanish with
insufficient seating and wall paintings that look like my Uncle Wally did them with a
piece of charcoal from the barbecue.

News Brief: Saddain
Hussein to Attend USD

In a startling new development, White House spokes-person I.M. Lying announced
that Iraq's President/Dictator/lead guitarist Saddam Hussein will pursue a legal education at USO.
In the spirit of his "education president" moniker, President Bush has offered
Saddam grants and low interest student loans. Likewise, in a show of administrativ~
unity, U.S. Ambassador April Galspie stated that the United States has taken no
position on the Iraqi leader moving into Alcala Park.
Meanwhile, Baghdad Radio has announced that Saddam is looking forward to
occupying, that is visiting, San Diego. Also, he predicts that his hospitality toward the
thousands of San Diego travellers who toured Iraq earlier this year will be returned
when he visits Camp Pendleton and NAS Miramar. Moreover, Saddam (his frat
buddies nicknamed him Spanky) wants to study in America to be closer to Manuel
Noriega, his Dungeons and Dragons partner.
MOTIONS reporter Wolf Blitzkrieg conducted a telephone interview with the
incoming first-year student. He was asked if his attending a Catholic school would stir
up resentment among Islamic Fundamentalists? ''Hell no,'' he replied. ''My people
love bingo, and we never miss the Notre Dame games."
When asked whether running an oppressive military dictatorship would prepare
him for the rigors of law school, Saddam responded ''I'm certain that I will be as
brilliant and aggressive in the courtroom as I was on the battlefield.''
Finally, he was asked why he is attending law school. His answer: ''If I am to be
judge, jury and executioner, I need a degree."
Saddam has started construction of living quarters on campus, which explains all of
the construction going on behind the law school. Oddly, all tl].e workers appear to be
German engineers. Also, his condo is 3000 feet underground, and it seems to be large
enough to shelter a small army in complete safety for months, and. . . . Hey, wait a
minute . .. .

The men of the hour: Chris de Hollywood and Gringo.

If you wave a large denomination bill at the bartender long enough, he may
condescend to bring you a sample of their fine sangria which can best be described as
a chunky wine cooler, but not too cool. Owing to the complete absence of acceptable
music, you are reduced to the ancient sport of' 'people watching'' for entertainment.
Here then is the frightening part: that people exist to support this lifestyle. Many are
the persons I've seen these thirty years who thought they were cool, but never have
I seen such a collection of people who made a career of it.
An entire "Cafe" full of people affecting airs and mannerisms in an attempt to impress
each other. I don't wonder that you liked it Hollywood (he came in second in the
''Pretentiousness Pageant'' that night and won a free picture of himself). So if you
have an inflated self image, large wads of bills threatening to com bust spontaneously
in your pocket, and a need to feel personally fulfilled by the acceptance of stuck-up
strangers, by all means hurry on down to Ole Madrid.

HOLLYWOOD'S PICK OF THE MONTH
Fibber McGee's--1466 Garnet Ave., Pacific Beach
Inspired by the famous Irish sitcom of yore, Fibber McGee and Molly. The
Thursday night special features both Coors Gold and Tequila shots for $1.00. Ask for
a glass and pretend you 're drinking the Harp on tap. An easy going pub atmosphere
with darts, pool, and dancing. I learned to play cricket here. A place where
Anglophiles can order draft Guinness. One of the few bars in San Diego one can go
after the beach as well as after the opera to scam on friendly sorts just old enough to
drink legally or too old to admit to your friends. Don't wear orange lest you receive
a lesson 09 Irish history. A place where your entire section should go regularly.

GRINGO'S PICK OF THE MONTH
Lahaina's Beach Club, 710 Oliver Ave., P.B.
Ahhh, now there's a bar for a humanoid. Imagine yourself, if you will, with a lazy
afternoon of self-indulgence ahead of you. It's a beautiful day here in God's own
country and you intend to leave Law School behind temporarily. ''Where,'' you ask
yourself, "can I go to relax all afternoon in the perfect Southern California atmosphere?" Ask no longer. Hop in your ragtop and get on over to Lahaina's.
There it is now--over there, right on the boardwalk. It's mid-afternoon now, but next
time we'll go early to have breakfast and watch the waves over Bloody Mary's. The
wooden patio is already full but we'll find a table with ourname on it--looking straight
out over the boardwalk to where the surfers ride the waves and scantily clad hard·
bodies cavort in the sand.
"Beer!" I say, "and it's on me this time." In mere moments our pitcher of hearty brew
arrives chilled to perfection (although the full bar is available). To ensure that the
rays don't warm our sweet nectar, we are thoughtfully provided with a plastic cup of
ice to set in our pitcher for temperature control. We've only been here five minutes
and already I've fallen in love three times! No place on the west coast personifies the
California experien~e like sitting atLahaina's and soaking up some skin cancer.
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This Years Mentor Reception
A Resounding Success
by Shirvan . Sherma
Over three hundred students
converged on the second floor foyer
August 28 for the second annual Mentor
Reception sponsored by the Student Bar
Association (SBA). According to Annie
Dierieckx, director and founder of the
program, the purpose is to match first
year law students with upperclass
students to help them adjust to law school.
Dierickx created the program because
of her "confusing" first year of law
school.
"I had so many questions but no clue
who to ask. Luckily I met a few
upperclass students who steered me in
the right direction," Dierickx said.
"Mentors are a good source of study
techniques, resources available through
the university and places ·to go in San

Diego."
First, second, and third year evening
students who volunteered to be mentors
last Spring were automatically paired
with incoming students. Participants
received the name of their mentor or
mentee in their student mailbox the first
week of school.
At the reception mentors and mentees
had the opportunity to meet. The SBA
encourages all mentors or mentees who
were unable to meet at the reception to
contact each other.
The SBA has a list posted on the door of
their office located in the Writs for first
year students who are having difficulty
contacting their mentor. Students may
also leave a note in Anne Dierickx's
mailbox; she will either help you contact
her/him or assign you a mentor.

Women's Law Caucus Attracts Men
by Patricia Penn
Ten percent ofthe new members of the
Women's Law Caucus are men. The
growing interest in the organization is
obvious to returning members. Every
month the Women's Law Caucus actively
strives to promote professionalism and to
provide opportunities for networking,
socializing and exploring· subjects of
interest to its members.
As more men join the organization,
Women' s Law Caucus will be more
sensitive to their interest in development
of functions. The functions of the
Women's Law Caucus are designed to

meet the following criteria including,
among other things: self-improvement
seminars, socials, fund raising events,
and speakers such as judges and other
law professionals and nationally renown
movers and shakers.
Women' s Law Caucus wishes to
encourage the whole of the USO law
community to become involved.
Membership is open to both men and
women, and all functions are open to
everyone.
Women's :{.,aw Caucus
supports and develops a sense of
community among students in law school,
especially one as large as USO.

PDP News and Information
by Tamela Ridley
PDP Wine and Cheese Reception

The members of Phi Delta Phi invite
students interested in the organization to
stop by and find out about all the
advantages this professional legal
fraternity has to offer you. Recognition,
scholarship, loan programs and an
international job placement network are
only a few of the benefits. The event will
be held on the 2nd floor of ihe law school
from 5-6pm tomorrow, September 11, so
both day and evening students will be
able to attend. Sodas will also be served.

PDP Outline Sale

Want to get rid of your old outlines?
Have PDP sell them at the annual Outline
Sale. A sale table will be set up for two
weeks, starting yesterday, September 9,
and ending on Friday, September 20.
The table will be set up from 11-1pm
Monday through Thursday and from 911:30am on Friday.
It is easy to sell your outlines or old
books. Simply place a "Post-it" with your
name and the price you want to sell the
outline for in the front of the book. Also,

fill out an index card by putting your
name and phone number on top and list
your outlines and books with the selling
price below. Index cards will be
available at the Sale Table ·and in the
PDP office.

10-11: First year elections for class representatives. First floor foyer.
11: Susanne StanfordofLuceForward, Hamilton & Scripps will give a
presentation on interviewing skills, at noon in Fletcher B.
Sponsored by Women's Law Caucus.
12: Interviewing Seminar,at 12pm in 2B, andat5:30pm in
Fletcher B. Sponsored by Career Services.
12: ''San Diego's Landfill Crises: Innovative, Ecological Solutions'', at
7 p.m. in Maher Hall. Sponsored by Environmental Law Society.
14: Southern California Regional Picnic of Delta Theta Phi, at Dana
Point.
15: SBA Budget Hearing from noon until finished.
16: SBAMeetingat5pm,room TBA.
18: Deadline for entry into the National Trial Team Competition.
19: Hate Crimes Forum, from 6-8pmin University Center,
Forum A. Sponsored by APALSA.
21: SBA Retreat, 9-5pm in Alpine.
23: SBAMeetingat5pm,room TBA.
25: Interviewing Seminar, time and place TBA. Sponsored by Career
Services.
27: La Raza First Annual Scholarship Banquet. Cocktails at 5:30pm •
with dinner and dancing to follow, at Kingston Hotel.
28: General Membership Meeting for Black Law Students
Association, at 4:30pm, in the Writs.

Members of the Women's Law Caucus at their annual potluck dinner.

Environmental Law Society to Host
Forum on Landfill Crisis

This Thursday, September 12, at 7pm,
the Environmental Law Society will cosponsor a presentation entitled ''San
Diego's Landfill Crises: Innovative,
Local
Attention! Sign up for committees! Ecological Solutions.''
environmental
groups
participating
in
PDP is offering you an exciting
the
pres~tation
include
Alliance
for
opportunity to become involved in an
organization which sponsors a variety of survival, ·~ UCAN (Utility Consumer
events for the law school and the Action Network), Environmental Health
community. You can be active in Coalition, and Clean Air Coalition. The
organizing any of these programs: To presentation will be held in the Solomon
help encourage 4th, 5th and 6th grade Lectute Hall, in Maher Hall: and is free to
students to finish high school; a fall all students and faculty.
The key speakers will be Professor
volleyball tournament; a Padres/
Chargers tailgate party; a Police-Ride~ Douglas Williams of the Agricultural
Along for interested law students; the Engineering Department at the
Barristers Ball; initiation rituals and California Polytechnic State University
receptions; and an interesting speakers' . in San Luis Obispo, and Jim Bell,
series focusing on legal ethics and Director of Ecological Life Systems
professional responsibility. Suggestions Institute.
Dr. Williams will present a short video
for new activities are welcome. Sign-up
sheets will be in the PDP office or the on anaerobic digestion, which is
PDP door in the Writs or you can call the successfully used to reduce urban
PDP office at 260-4600, extension 4969, garbage without the hazards inherent in
burning wastes. The video highlights
or Tami Ridley at 294-7559;

Make a difference-

VOLUnTEER

+

SEPTEMBER .CALENDER

American Red Cross
. (619) 291-2620

anaerobic waste reduction and biomass
conversion facilities in Europe. A series
ofcolor slides will present digester plants
in France, England, and the U.S. Mr. Bell
will then discuss recycling and toxics in
solid waste.
This topic is ofincreasing importance in
San Diego, as San Diego continues to be
one of the fastest growing areas in the
nation in terms of population growth.
Coupled with the increased garbage
production of a larger population is the
lack of a comprehensive recycling
program in San Diego County.
The City Council has responded to the
crises by proposing incinerators, and by
seeking additional landfills, instead of
pursuing options which can reduce
waste, preserve our local environment,
and remove the health threats posed by
mcmeration.
Plan to attend this
Thursday night and become more
educated in an area that promises to have
strong legal implications and will directly
affect all San Diegans.

Oral Advocacy Specialist Sought
Fourteen positions for Lawyering Skills
I Oral Advocacy Specialist will be
available during the Spring Semester,
1992. Specific responsibilities include
writing one major appellate brief
problem, attending oral advocacy
lectures, attending practice and final oral
advocacy rounds to assist the instructors
in providing feedback to students, and
consulting with students dllring weekly
office hours. The honorarium for the

one semester positions will be $875.
Applications for the Oral Advocacy
Specialist positions are available at the
Lawyering Skills I office, room 117, from
Susan Miller or Mary - Vicknair.
Applications must be submitted by this
Friday, September 13. Applicants must
sign the' interview list at room 117 by
September 16. Interviews will be held on
September 19and20.
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Painting the SBA, Office.

University of San Diego
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

1991

Day

Date

Opponent

Site

Time

HOME

7:30PM

Sat.

Sept. ·7

MENLO COLLEGE

Sat.

Sept.14

Bye

Sat.

Sept. 21

University of Redlands

Sat.

Away

Sept. 26

7:00PM

Cal Lutheran

Sat.

Away

Oct. 5

1:30PM

Cal State Hayward

Away

Sat.

Oct. 12

1:00PM

WHITTIER COLLEGE

Sat.

HOME

Oct. 19

7:30PM

Claremont McKenna College

Away

1:30PM

Sat.

Oct. 26

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Sat.

Nov. 2

HOME

7:30PM

POMONA-PITZER COLLEGES

HOME

1:30PM

Sat.

Noy. 9

AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

Sat.

HOME

Nov. 16

7:30PM

Occidental College

Away

7:00PM

(Homecoming)

All Home Games in BOLD CAPITALS are played at USO Torero Stadium

USD Bookstore Brings You

A BACK·TO-SCHOOL
SUPER SAVER

FILM
DEVELOPING
SPECIAL
$$$
-----------------$299

BRING IN THIS COUPON AND SAVE
-

SP EC IAL CO U PO N -

DOUBLE PRINTS
12, 15, 24 or 36 exposurecolor print film only

no stretch % frame, or black and white rolls
Choose standard or extra large prints ~
one coupon per c ustomer coupon expires 9t/ 20/91 code 888
889

------------------

International Law Society and Moot Court Kegger on September 4.
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First Year Candidates Express Their Views
Scott Savary, Section A

Dustin Branch, Section A

We all have enough reading so I will keep this short I must admit that I am not
too familiar with what the duties of a representative are. All I can say is that I will
learn quickly and represent Section A to the best of my ability. Thank you.

I see the position of first year rep as a medium between Section A and the SBA.
By keeping communication channels open and contributing to the SBA as a
whole, I feel I can do a good job as a first year rep. Please feel free to come talk
tome!

Bradley M. Fields, Section B
Hi. My name is Brad Fields, and I am running for the Student Bar Association
first year representative to OUR section, Section B. That's right; its our section.
As this position has been described to me, as otir SBA rep, I would be
responsible for telling our section about important SBA events. However, I
want to be more than just an informational source from the SBA; I want to be
available to our section to bring issues of your concern to the SBA. After all,
our student government can't function effectively without student input from all
interested sources.
In the first few weeks I have met many of you. I look forward to meeting the
rest of your as soon as possible. As a bit of an introduction to myself for those of
you I have not yet met, I would like to tell you that at my undergraduate school,
I was elected student representative to my college council. In this role, I was
involved with many of the same tasks and interests as the SBA. Although I am
not sure that this experience would help me as our SBA rep, it probably
wouldn't hurt Thank you for voting. It is important for you to express your
views.

Mark S. Bagu/a, Section C

An SBA representative should not only keep his section informed as to SBA

activities, but also be receptive to the needs of the students in his section. I will
devote the time necessary to meet these two essential duties. It is a further belief
that being the representative of Section C means that I have to be aware of the
expectations of first-year law students. I will not only stay aware of these
expectations, but whenever possible show how they can be·.met by the
resources of USD.
·
Through submission of a survey to the members of Section C I will determine
their interests in law. By using this survey and working together with other
sections I will push for SBA forums on your areas of interest Upon election I
will be more than a disseminator of information--! will be a resource aiding in
making your first challenging year of law school both enjoyable and successful!

Bob Little, Section C

For: excellent communication to Section C regarding· SBA and other
organizations; intelligent committee leadership; approachability; and superior
representation.

M. Julia Ramirez, Section E

As a member of UCSD's Associated Students I was able to get first-hand
experience on the needs of student representation. I would like to see the
needs of the evening students to be as involved as regular day students. I am
willing to dedicate and invest my time in addressing the special needs of evening
students.
I am aware of the time commitment involved and intend to be accessible and
fulfill the duties in representing the evening students.

Sue Evans, Section E

I believe the maxim that goes, ''The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.'' I
like participating in organizations that facilitate the production of activities that
benefit members of a large group. I also would like to learn more about SBA and
this is agood way to do it.
I have participated in a number of community groups over the years in may
positions. I feel the experience gained there would benefit me here. (Groups
such as PTA and other parent support related to education, religious education
boards, Cub Scouts, local park's recreational boards, etc.).
,-

Alexander A. Fitzpatrick, Section B
I would like to be an SBA first-year representative because I think it would be
fun. I also think that I could do a great job of both keeping my section informed and
conveying their concerns to the SBA.

Jos,ph Perling, Section B

There is an old song about a cook in a railroad construction team. This cook got
the job by complaining about the food in the camp. The previous cook then said
"Ifyou can do it better, then do it."
I have immense respect for the current SBA crew. They organized USD law's
first orientation program and have helped us all through the mentor program. But
like the cook I think it could be better still. Moreover, I am willing to put out the
effort to make it so.
I hope to get the chance to serve you as SBA Representative.

Greg Schulman, Section C

Entering law school has been a traumatic experience for all of us. Now that the
initial fear has passed, I would like to help improve the school in any way
possible. By becoming an SBA first-year representative, I will quickly learn and
eventually be able to contribute to the law school as any other upper class
· memberoftheSBA.
Initially, I feel the most important aspect of my job will be thatofliaison. As your
representative, I will be sure to keep you informed on any and all issues that
occur at SBA meetings. Likewise, I will listen to any complaints or concerns from
you and relay them to the SBA. I will always be available to talk. Your concerns
are most certainly the same as mine. Hopefully, I will helP,integrate the first year
class with the rest of the law school. Remember to vot~ for Greg Schulman, your
SBA Section C First-Year Representative.

Chris Trunzo, Section C

Chris Trunzo will represent your concerns and opinions with: candor, honesty,
tenaciousness, and thoroughness. As your representative I will work with you to
maximize the benefits available to you as a first year law stu(lent wbile helping to
minimize any problems. GIVE ME YOUR VOTE AND l"LL GIVE YOU MY
AIL!

Scott Walter Lee, Section E

Fellow students: I offer my candidancy for first-year representative to the
Student Bar Association for the evening division. I bring to the position diverse
experience including small business ownership, volunteer and representative
service, and a background in the performing arts. I am currently employed as the
legal assistant to the managing senior partner at Cozen and O'Connor, an
insurance suprogation law firm. In October, I begin a full-time commitment to law
school activities, and I shall have the time to well rerpresent your interests in the
SBA.
More than ever, today's legal comm_unity relies on extensive networks created
by the relationships among its members. Now is the time to begin establishing a
foothold in that vast network, and the best way to do it is to develop a cooperative
approach toward problem-solving while in law school. I believe in the
cooperative approach to legal problem-solving. Elect me as your representative
and I will work to ensure that the entering evening class of 1991·will be a viable
part of the academic community here at USO.
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OPINION
The Confirmation of Thomas:
A Step in the Right Direction.
by Chris Harrington
"PREJUDICE: Injury or damage to a person arising from a hasty and unfair
judgment by others." This is one definition of "prejudice." In addition, my dictionary
also defines "fair" to mean "showing no partiality." It is time our society talces a cold,
hard look at itself, especially within the context of these two words. What this
introspection reveals will determine whether we believe Judge Clarence Thomas
should be confirmed to the United States Supreme Court.
Judge Thomas has been labeled a black, a black conservative, and a black
conservative judge. Civil rights groups oppose him through the accusation that he is
an "Uncle Tom", nothing more than a Republican sellout to blacks and minorities
everywhere. But such accusations beg the question. Civil rights groups oppose
Judge Thomas' confinnation because they think he will undermine the advances
made in civil rights during the last few decades. Specifically, Judge Thomas opposes
such ''advances'' as job-quotas and governmentally mandated preferential treatment
for minorities. By definition, such actions are always prejudiced, and can never be
fair.
Rather than dancing around these issues, Thomas has confronted them. He bases
his beliefs upon the principle Of natural law and the belief that all men are created
equal. As a result, mankind is wrong whenever it treats anyone unequally. Thomas
concludes that hiring a black person over a white person, simply because that person
is black, is a euphemism for refusing to hire someone who is white simply because
they are white.
During Thomas' days at Yale Law School there were only twelve black students.
While many people called for a loosening of standards for black applicants, on the
grounds that lower grade point averages arid test scores were a result of
disadvantaged backgrounds, Thomas believed in a different form of affirmative
action. He wanted Yale to increase its recruitment efforts until it found more black
applicants that met its existing standards.
This exemplifies Thomas' philosophy, as well as his own success. If you want it, do
it yourself. Thomas believed that government welfare and government mandated
quotas fosters a dependency on government. Instead, minorities should rely on
themselves to achieve what they want in life.
By the same token, Thomas believes that the government must prevent
discrimination. He told the Legal Times that, instead of enforcing quotas, the courts
should impose stiffer fines and jail terms for people who discriminate against
minorities. (LegalTimes, July 15,p.10). Thispointiswelltaken. Discrimination is to
be abhorred as a crime against all of humanity, and we must severely punish those
offenders. However, to go beyond this by instituting quotas that benefit minority
groups is to discriminate against anyone in the majority.
In a case now pending before the United States Court of Appeals, District of
Columbia Circuit, there were two applicants competing for an FCC radio station
permit. One applicant was a man and the other was a woman. The man had a higher
point total on the FCC's application worksheet. The FCC gave the license to the
woman, in furtherance of the goal of diversity of ownership. During oral argument,
Judge Thomas pointed out that this factor alone was simply pursuing diversity for its
own sake, at the expense of. the man who, gender aside, was the more qualified
applicant. (Legal Times, July 15, p. 10).
Judge Thomas recognizes that prejudice is wrong no matter what its justifications.
He knows that the only way to abolish prejudice from the face of the earth is to abolish
it completely. Any preferential treatment that is accorded to an individual on the basis
of race, religion, or sex is revolting. It is irony that borders on idiocy to suggest the
proper way to compensate a prejudiced victim is to commit prejudice against someone
else.
A speaker for the Congressional :alack Caucus (CBC) when asked why the CBC
opposed Thomas' confirmation so quickly said, "Some people suggested that we
should wait and do a study, and I said we don't need to get bogged down in the
details." (Legal Times, July 22, p.15). If the CBC opposes Judge Thomas'
nominations simply because he does not agree with them, without even trying to
understand his rationale, I submit that they haver their own political agenda to raise
the status of blacks everywhere, at the expense of whites. The very thought is the
antithesis of equality ad it leads us into a vicious circle of prejudice from which we may
never escape. If we ever hope to leave the shackles of prejudice behind us, we must
balance our desire not to elevate whites at the expense of blacks, with an equally
strong desire not to elevate blacks at the expense of whites.
Another civil rights leader said, "Thomas' nomination is a sadistic insult--to
[Thurgood] Marshall, to blackness, to the idea of black judges." (Legal Times, July
15,p.14).
As I understand Judge Thomas, he stands for equality and against discrimination.
Certainly, this cannot be an insult to Justice Marshall, to "blackness", or to the idea of
black judges. If what is meant by Thomas'' nomination as being a sadistic insult is his
refusal to elevate minorities at the expense of others, it is high time we were so
insulted. Justice Thomas believes what. in our hearts. we all wish to believe. In this
country, achievement should be based on merit, and nothing else.

Letters to the Editor

Letters to the Editor will be published monthly. Please address all letters
to MOTIONS and place them in the MOTIONS mailbox in the mailroom
next to the assignment board on the main floor of Warren Hall.
All letters must be signed and include a phone number so we can contact
you if necessary. Names will be withheld upon request.
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Question of the Week:
Should the·Senate Confir111 Judge ClarenceTho111as?

"I think that Bush was ~ing safe by
nominating Sutter, and now he feels he
can take a chance on a man with a more
hard-line record. On the whole, I don't
think he should be confirmed because
the Court should be more ideologically
balanced.''

"Yes, he should be confirmed. His
choice not to _give special treatment to
minorities, just because they are
minorities, is well within the paramaters of
the Constitiution.''

Chris Harrington, 2L

Cal Kanchanapoom, 2L

''IthinkitwasoneofBush'smorecareful
decisions. He knows that if he doesn't
appoint a black candidate to replace
Marshall he'll receive massive criticism
from black and minority interest groups.
By choosing Thomas, he can minimize
this conflict while still preserving his
conservative · agenda if Thomas is
confirmed. If Thomas is not confirmed,
Bush can support the position that he
tried to appoint a black candidate but it
was overruled by the Senate. Smart
move George!

''Regardless of his qualifications, he
shouldn't be confirmed because the
S.upreme Court is too biased to the right.
Although I'm conservative, in the
interest of fairness, they need a liberal.
What's best for the Republicans is not
necessl;lfily what is best for the Court.
Keep in mind that the Court is very
young. In another 30 years, they will still
be there."

Adam Springel, 2L

Krista Hallisey, 2L

''Clearly he's been nominated. He's going to have a hearing. We think there will be
questions. They will be regarding constitution.a l issues. Somebody will be asking him
questions regarding EEOC. He seems conservative. It's a beautiful day.''

Kurt Campbell, Pam Etter, Tony Saguibo

Ti111e for USD Honor Court Reforms Long Over(lue
by Warner Broaddus
It's Monday morning. You've got your cup of coffee, so you're about one-third
awake. Your were two-thirds awake, but you just sat through a very slow lecture on
something called ''The Rule Against Bare Patooties,'' at least .t hat's what your notes
say. You 're still trying to figure out the connection between naked behinds and
estates in land when a stranger walks up and says,
"Could I talk to you fora couple of minutes?"
Remembering Mom's advice about strangers, you smile sweetly and mumble
some~ing about an imminent tuba lesson as you shuffle apologetically past The
Stranger.
"It's about your Law Skills memo, it won't take long" says The Stranger to your
receding back.
"Great," you think, "this woman is authoring a book on legal writing and wants to use
my memo as an example of enthralling prose and incisive reasoning.''
"I'm the Honor Court Preliminary Examiner," she says, smiling that your-dog-isdead-and-I'm-trying-to-think-of-a-way-to-tell-you smile. ''There's been an allegation
that you discussed your research with other students. I'd like to set up a time to talk to
you about it to get your side so we can figure out if there is any reason to believe there
was a violation of the Honor Code.''
Now you're awake, but no less confused. You're relatively certain she was
speaking English, but what is she talking about?? Preliminary Examiner? Honor
Court? You've never heard these words before, at least not in this setting, but you
knowit'snotgood. Youhaven'ttheslightestidea whattodoorsay. You'rerooted to
the spot, absolutely alone in a crowd of familiar faces, oblivious as they make their way
to class.
Yes, USD, there is an Honor Code; and yes, discussing your Law Skills memos with
others is potentially a violation of the Code. And, yes, it's the first most of you have
heard about any of this. Why? The quick answer is, frankly, that our Honor Code is
a cheap imitation of the real thing and is practically a dead letter. It's the leakiest of
leaky boats and needs major overhaul. But if you happen to find yourself in that boat,
there's a good chance you'll go down with it.
This is the point at which many people groan ''who cares?'' There's at Jeast two
reasons you should. First, if the scenario above made you even a little anxious th~t
means you recognized that we 're all just one slip-up away from a nasty problem. In
other words, you should be interested in order to protect yourself. Ignorance may be
bliss, but it can also land your ass out on the sidewalk with no JD and $30,000 in loans
that'll be needing a first payment in 6 months.
The second and better reason to care is that a working Honor System can make your
day-to-day life a little easier. Only a small number of people should ever see the ugly
side of the System, but everyone can benefit from it. Imagine a law school where
(most) everyone actually tries to act honestly and decently towards one another;
where the disappearance of books and personal belongings from the library is the
rare exception instead of the rule; where someday local merchants accept personal
checks from USD law students without batting an eye. That's what an Honor System
can do for you.

What can we do for the ~onor System? Fix it. Some of the issues that should be
addressed:
1. Publicity and promotion of the System and the atmosphere it seeks to build. How
do we get everyone to want to be honest? How do we remind everyone of his/her
rights and obligations under the System as well as instill a sense of honor and trust in
the Law School?
2. Structure and Scope. What's the purpose of the Honor System? What should it
cover in order to promote actual honesty? Who should it cover? What procedural
·
·
improvements can be made?
3. Obligations. Who are the obligations to? Why? Are traditionally ••disciplinary"
offenses part of an honor obligation? Should there be a separate disciplinary
system? Should there be sanctions for failure to uphold the Honor System (e.g. not
reporting offenses)?
It is my hope to convene an Honor Code Reform. Committee this semester to
examine these qu~stions and come.up with.a new Honor Code for submission to the
faculty and students. Having a sinking Honor Code is worse than none at all. It
encourages disrespect for the whole idea.
Meanwhile, every swdent should get a copy of the Law Student Handbook and
look over the Honor Code. Know what·an Honor Code violation is and what
happens if you 're accused. A little reading could keep you out of a lot of trouble.
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